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China starts the world’s hardest “Sky-High Road”
project: Challenges and countermeasures for
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InChina,anew “epicproject”namedtheSichuan-Tibetrailway linkingChengdu
and Lhasa is in the construction phase. This 1,592-km-long railway passes
through thewestern Sichuan basin, subsequently climbing 5,000mand running
Figure 1. Diagrammaticmaps related to the Sichuan-Tibet railway in China (A) Sichua
follows: F1, Longmenshan fault zone; F2, Ebian fault; F3, Ganluo-Zhuhe fault; F4, Huar
Yunongxi fault; F9, Shade fault; F10, Ganzi-Yushu fault zone; F11, Ganzi-Litang fault zo
fault; F16, Maisu fault; F17, Zengke-Shuoqu fault; F18, Dege-Xiangcheng fault; F19, Din
F23, Lancang River fault zone; F24, Baqing-Leiniaoqi fault; F25, Nu River fault zone; F26
Anduo-Sewa fault; F30, Dongqiao fault; F31, Bengcuo fault; F32, Namucuo fault; F33,

ll
across the “roof of theworld”Tibet plateau,which is dubbed the “Sky-HighRoad”
(Figure1).1Over thepastdecades, theregionalongtheSichuan-Tibet railwaywas
recognizedas the “forbiddenzone” for railwayprojects, resulting fromtheworld’s
n-Tibet railway and its adjacent active faults. The names of active faults are listed as
ongshan fault; F5, Xianshuihe fault zone; F6, Anninghe fault; F7, Xiaojinhe fault; F8,
ne; F12, Litang-Yidun fault; F13, Mula fault; F14, Chazhong fault; F15, Litang-Dewu
gquhe fault; F20, Jinsha River fault zone; F21, Batang fault; F22, Zigasi-Deqin fault;
, Jiali-Chayu fault; F27, Yarlung Tsangpo River fault zone; F28, Maniweng fault; F29,
Yadong-Gulu fault. (B) Topography along the Sichuan-Tibet railway.1–3
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most remarkable topographic relief, the most active tectonic movement, the
most numerousmountain hazards, and themost vulnerable ecological environ-
ment.2,4 This unprecedented railway program is thus acknowledged as the
world’s toughest problem—technically, economically, and environmentally.

High altitude and great topography relief
From Ya’an to Lhasa, the average altitude along the Sichuan-Tibet railway

remains at 3,800 m, while the elevation differences range from 2,000 to
5,000 m (Figure 1B).4 The high altitude is accompanied by plateau hypoxia
and extreme climate. The great variation in topographic relief results in incon-
venient transportation and weak electricity/communication infrastructures.
These extreme conditions, indeed, impose enormous challenges for railway
construction and maintenance.

Given the wide disparity in topography relief, more than 70% of the railway
is composed of tunnels with great depth (>1,000 m), widely affected by the
problems of high geostress and high geotemperatures.1,4 Specifically, the
high geostress results in frequent and severe rockburst hazards in tunnels,
threatening the safety of construction personnel and equipment.1 Moreover,
the high temperature exerts a severe threat to workers’ health andmachines
operating in the tunnel.

Numerous active faults and intensive earthquakes
Because the Indian plate collided with the Eurasian plate about 50 million

years ago, the Tibet plateau has suffered from the world’s most active tec-
tonic movement. Hence, numerous active faults are widespread over the re-
gions covering the Sichuan-Tibet railway (Figure 1A).Most of the active faults
are characterized by a largemotion rate and frequent seismicity. One notable
example is the Xianshuihe fault zone, which slips at a rate of 9–12mmyear-1

and has experiencedmore than 10 earthquakes ofM > 6.5 over 1,700 years.
TheseverechallengesforSichuan-Tibet railway,generatedbyactive faults,

are reflected in threemainaspects. First, the railwaycouldbedislocatedby its
intersectingactive faults. Thisdislocationdependsnotonlyon thecontinuous
fault creep-slip, but also on the surface rupture caused by earthquakes. Sec-
ond, a devastating earthquake could destroy the railway structures, including
bridges, tunnels, and station buildings because of tremors.

Finally, faultmotion could trigger chains of geological hazards. Specifically,
fault creep-slip and seismic activities could form andwiden cracks onmoun-
tain crests or flanks, increasing the frequency of rockfalls, landslides, or
debris flows.5 Landslides could block rivers and cause huge lakes, subse-
quently collapsing and flooding downstream areas. Previous seismic hazard
events imply that the hazard chains will affect the Sichuan-Tibet railway for
much longer than the relatively brief quake tremors from earthquakes.

Numerous mountain hazards and increasing hazard chains
Along theSichuan-Tibet railway, thesteep topographyanddensely fractured

lithology arise from interactions among tectonic uplift, valley incision, and fault
motion, eventually triggering the world’s most numerous mountain hazards.
Large-scale mountain hazards are readily encountered along the railway, re-
flected by 418 rockfalls, 580 landslides, and 1,132 debris flows.3 Meanwhile,
mountainhazardsareclustered inamuchwidercorridoralongtheactive fault.1

These hazards could destroy the railway, the infrastructures, and the ecosys-
tems, impeding railway operation and probably provoking hazard chains.

Moreover, the increasingly extreme weather increases the frequency of
hazard chains along the railway. Climatic warming is promoting glacial abla-
tion and formingmany glacier lakes, which could collapse later and generate
floods, probably evolving into debris flows. Also, extreme drought can dam-
age the vegetation cover. The exposed rock is sensitive to rainstormscausing
more debris flows than would occur normally. Also, extreme rainfall events
can trigger rockfalls and landslides. Landslide debris on slopes can be further
remobilized by rainfall and generate debris flows.5

Complex ecosystem and vulnerable ecological environment
The Sichuan-Tibet railway passes through the Chinese Loess Plateau-Si-

chuan-Yunnan ecological barrier, the Tibet plateau ecological barrier, the
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Qionglaimountain biodiversity reserve, and theGonggashannational natural
reserve. Nearly 100 rare plant and animal species live in these areas.4 The
Tibet plateau is the source of many rivers and also plays an important
role in regulating the climate of the Northern hemisphere. Thus, the
ecosystem is complex, and ecological environment protection is the top pri-
ority during railway construction.

Corresponding to the wide-ranging topography relief and extreme
weather, rocks on the Tibet plateau can be weathered rapidly, which makes
the ecological environment prone to soil erosion, land desertification, and
mountain hazards. As such, the ecological environment along the Si-
chuan-Tibet railway is the most vulnerable in the world and easily affected
by socio-economic activity.

More specifically, the construction of the railway by building bridges, exca-
vating tunnels, and cutting off hillslopes may destroy the vegetation, eventu-
ally leading to soil erosion and geological hazards. Vegetation recovery is
notoriously tricky for biodiverseareas. Also, railway constructionmay impede
themigratory routeofwild animals. Thus, the vulnerability ofnaturewill create
unprecedentedchallenges for thepreservationof theecological environment.
Next step for the countermeasures
Regarding the successful construction of the Sichuan-Tibet railway, the

National Natural Science Foundation of China, the Ministry of Science and
Technology, the Ministry of Ecology and Environment, the Ministry of Natural
Resources, the National Development and Reform Commission, and the
China State Railway Group first conducted correlated research decades
ago and started the Special Funds Project in 2019. Here, several countermea-
sures are also recommended to transcend some of the existing challenges.

To anticipate the short- or long-term hazard risks, an “aerospace-aero-
nautics-ground-underground” integrated monitoring and early warning sys-
tem is required to be built using IoT (Internet of Things) and intelligence arti-
ficial technology. Global positioning satellites, remote sensing, unmanned
aerial vehicles, ground SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar), and sensor integra-
tion technology will be used for monitoring the precursor information of
mountain or underground geological hazards. The gathered data can be
subsequently processed through artificial intelligence, where the hazard
alert level can be identified. Finally, the hazard forewarning information
will be published in real time.

Concurrently, new building materials and structures are required to resist
earthquake fault dislocation. The new material can automatically heal the
seismic cracks by releasing polymer composites. The new building struc-
tures for tunnels, using flexible joints that comprise hyperelastic and self-
reset shape memory alloy (SMA) elements, can potentially resist the fault
dislocation. Also, the self-reset SMA dampers can expend the impact energy
of earthquakes. Moreover, to protect the ecological environment, the rock/
soil dreg field should be kept away from rare wildlife habitats and water
resource regions. Restoration of vegetation in dreg fields is necessary to pre-
vent soil erosion and secondary geohazards.

Overall, to transcend the existing challenges, new catastrophe theories,
materials, and structures will have to be developed; and humankind needs
to focus on learning how to realize harmonious intergrowth of nature and rail-
ways. All these innovations will promote the scientific and technological
development of China and eventually the world.
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